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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE STATE OF UTAH
ADA WILLIAMS and
R. LEROY WILLIAMS,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
vs.
JOYCE J. LLO·YD,
Defendant-Respondent.

Case No.
1019'2

APPELLAN T'S BRIErF
1

Pursuant to permission granted by the Honorable F.
Henri Henriod, Chief Justice, a typewritten brief on legal
papers is being submitted rather than a printed brief
and a printed brief will be submitted pursuant to the
rules as soon as the attorney for the plaintiffs-appellants
returns from temporary active duty with the United
States Naval Reserve in three weeks.

This is an action for personal injuries, property
damage and loss of consortium arising out of a collision
between two automobiles in which the only issues to be
tried were those of damages.
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The case was tried to a Jury and the Jury returned
a verdict in favor of the plaintiffs for an amount of
$1,000.00 special damages for Mrs. Ada Williams and
$500.00 general damage ; and $100.00 property damage
to Mr. R. Leroy Williams and $50.00 loss of use. Plaintiffs made a motion for a new trial or in the alternative
an additur which motions were denied and plaintiffs
made a motion to supplement the record which motion
was heard before the trial Court who granted the motion
and read into the record his recollection regarding the
omitted portions of the trial transcript and plaintiffs
now appeal.
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
Plaintiffs, by this appeal; seek reversal of the judgment in the Court below and a new trial.
S:TAT·E,MENT O·F FACT-S

:On January 24,.1963, at .about 9:40 A. M. Mrs. Ada
Williams was driving the vehicle owned by her husband
R. Leroy Williams West on 4500 South in Murray, Utah,
when the vehicle driven by the defendant, Mrs. Joyce J.
Lloyd, swerved onto the plaintiff's side of the road and
collided with the plaintiff's vehicle causing that vehicle
to be damaged in the amount of $625.00. At the pre-trial
and as shown in the pre-trial order, the ·C·ourt held the
defendant liable as a matter of law based upon admis-
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sions made in the record by counsel. This left damages
as the only issue to be tried and the case was set for jury
trial accordingly.
PLAIN·TIF·F, MRS. ADA WILLIAM.S' INJURIES

This appeal rests quite heavily on the question of
adequate compensation for the severe personal injuries
received by the plaintiff, Mrs. Ada Williams, therefore,
a recapitulation of the evidence in this regard is being
set forth for the assistance of the Court.
The force of the impact between the two vehicles
was such that it blew out the left front tire of the Williams vehicle and caused it to go out of control into a
fence post, breaking off the fence post and thence on
into a hedge. The initial impact and the succeeding impacts caused the damage to the frame as well as to the
body portions of the car ( R. 3).
Mrs. Williams testified that at the time of the collision she didn't suffer any particular physical sensation
but that after she had returned to her home her head
started aching and she had a pain in her neck and all
down her back. She further testified that that very day
she contacted Dr. Harold Hargreaves beause of the pain
she was suffering and was advised to come in and see
him immediately (R. 3 and 4). Mrs. Williams further
testified that the pain had been all down her neek and
had started out through her arms and that the arms went
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numb (R. 4). The plainiff further testified that she was
instructed to put hot packs on her neck and back and that
she was to start this treatment immediately. She further
stated that this continual treatment lasted for a period
of. about three months (R. 5). This form of treatment
was also accompanied by traction which consisted of a
neck harness hanging from a door which was for 15
minutes a day at first and which was then gradually
increased to 30 minutes (R. 6). Plaintiff also was moved
from her bed and put on a couch in the house with her
head down and her feet up with a pelvic traction which
consists of a belt around the waist with 15 pound weights
on either side hanging down and pulling (R. 6).
The pain and inconvenience which the plaintiff was
suffering continued to get worse despite the traction
which the plaintiff applied morning and evening and
during most of the night so that her arms would go numb
and she couldn't hold anything or do anything making
her work around the house next to impossible (R. 7).
Finally, in order to obtain relief from the symptoms
from which the plaintiff was suffering she was operated
on by Drs. Beck and Karavitis (R. 10).
M.rs. Williams had consulted her family doctor on
a regular basis and this family doctor, Dr. Harold Hargreaves, had just treated Mrs. Williams prior to the
accident for some cuts she had on her hand. Mrs. Williams had not received any treatment for any pains
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5
around her neck or arms prior to the accident of January
of 19~6·3 (R. 13) .
From the initial home treatment and medical treatment received by 1\{rs. Williams up to and past the operation performed by D~rs. Beck and Karavitis, she required help at home because of three children then residing at home. This help was furnished by her daughter
(R. 14) and to some extent on Saturday afternoons by
her husband (R. 15). During all this time Mrs. Williams
continued to attempt to maintain her home as she had
before but she was unable to do any heavy work and she
did do some sweeping and laundry simply because she
had to in order to maintain her home (R. 16). Because
of this type of incision in the front of Mrs. Williams
throat for the fusion operation performed by Drs. Beck
and Karavitis, Mrs. Williams had difficulty and on occasions still has difficulty in swallowing (R. 17).
Mrs. Williams testified further that she had not had
the kind of numbness in her hands which occurred as a
result of the injuries she received in this automobile
accident and on cross-examination stated that she had
had her hands go to sleep before but not the numbness (R. 22). Mrs. Williams indicated that she had been
hospitalized for a check-up in 1960 and that this had been
for a suspected heart condition (R. 22 and 23).
Dr. Harold P. Hargreaves testified that M.rs. Williams had complained of some tingling sensations in
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connection with the chest pain and neck pain and the
pain down the back to the right arm and the right lower
extremities and to the back of her neck (R. 44). Dr.
Norman Beck stated that numbness in the hands can be
a sympton of pressure on the nerve root and that it is
one of the symptons to be taken into consideration in
determining injury and further that numbness to the
arms or hands can be caused by an interference of the
blood supply so that the loss of blood supply to the
nerves would give a sensation of numbness. Numbness
and reflex changes as well as pain and limitation of motion are all things which are taken into consideration as
symptons to be evaluated in diagnosing the kind of injury
Mrs. Williams was complaining of (R. 81 and 82').

Mr. Verl J. Wilde, a corrective and certified physical
therapist (R. 30), testified that under the direction of
Dr. Hargreaves, Mrs. Williams treating physician (R
32), he set up a cervical traction for Mrs. Williams on
February 8, 1963, which was eleven days after the accident in which Mrs. Williams was injured. This traction
. consisting of a Sayer head halter was used in the home
and allowed the neck muscles in Mrs. Williams neck to
he stretched so as to relieve the nerves that are in pain
because of some traumatic condition (R. 33). Mrs. Williams was ·to use this neck traction two times a day by
sitting in a chair in a doorway so that pulleys could be
rigged up directly overhead and five pound, or heavier,
weights could be added to the ends of ropes running
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through these pulleys and down to this neck halter. The
weights were increased periodically (R. 34).
Mr. Wilde, after consultation with the medical doctor, set up a pelvic traction for Mrs. Williams after the
neck traction had been used for a period of time. This
traction consisted of a pelvic band fitted around the
waist and weights being placed on the ends of the straps
running down the side of the patients legs and in using
this the patients feet are elevated at approximately a
fifteen degree angle with +he traction pulling the hips
down towards the patients feet (R. 35). ·This device was
set up in Mrs. Williams home so that she could have this
pelvic traction applied each evening and she was to keep
it on all night. This traction commenced in July of 1963
after the cervical traction had been used for a period of
three months and was discontinued in May (R. 42).
Dr. Harold P. Hargreaves, the initial examining
physician testified that he had been the family physician
for about five or six years and that during this period
of time had not known Mrs. Williams to have any neck
or back complaints (R. 43). Dr. Hargreaves testified
that on initial examination Mrs. Williams complained
of a chest pain, a stiff neck, pain in the right lower back
down to the right arm and the right lower extremities,
a headache and soreness to the back of the neck and that
she also complained of some tingling sensations in her
hands on the right. D-r. Hargreaves stated that he diagnosed her condition as traumatic myocitis which was due
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to the jarring type injury that she had had (R. 44). Dr.
Hargreaves testified that he had x-rays taken by Dr.
Bailey and that these x-rays which were taken of the
neck, lumbro sacral spine and also of the chest, indicated
no evidence of any back dislocation though she did
show a mild arthritis change in the lower cervical. The
lumbar showed some narrowing of the disc space between
the sixth and seventh cervical vertebrae which could be
associated with dislocation at this level (R. 45).

On being questioned about a term used in the medical
reports of "degeneration" Dr. Hargreaves testified that
this is described as a wear and tear type of arthritic
change which is seen in people as they get older and that
this sort of thing is gradually developing over quite a
period of time in all of us. Ho,vever, Mrs. Williams
had no symptoms from it and the fact that she does
have this kind of an arthritic change makes her more
vulnerable to this type of injury (R. 45). Dr. Hargreaves
stated directly, "people with this change would be more
prone to develop this type of injury" (R. 46). Dr. Hargreaves repeated regarding Mrs. Williams' situation that
she had a pre-existing condition and that this made her
more vulnerable to symptoms which developed after her
automobile accident and further that she had never complained of any of these type of symptoms prior to that
time and that he had seen her for a number of years and
that the things which she complained of were, in his
opinion, the result of an accident (R. 46).
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D:r. Hargreaves indicated that the x-ray examination
revealing the arthritic changes indicated to him that
Mrs. Williams might get some relief from traction theraPY and that he had suggested that she have this traction
therapy at home and that it be administered by Mr.
Wilde (R. 47). Dr. Hargreaves said that Mrs. Williams
did respond quite well initially to the traction but that
she did continue to develop the tingling and numbness
in her hands and the traction was not maintaining her
completely symptom free and on that basis he felt that
she probably did have a disc which would not be relieved
by the conservative medical measures being taken (R.
48). Dr. Hargreaves indicated that at this time, based
on his opinion, there was a reasonable medical probability that the pain in Mrs. Williams flank and lower
part of her body involving the rib cage since the injury,
was probably the same kind of problem she was having
in her neck and lower back and on that basis an x-ray
was taken of the upper gastro intestinal tract as well as
of the gall bladder; all of which areas could cause pain
(R. 49). Dr. Hargreaves then testified that he referred
Mrs. Williams to Drs. Beck and Ka.ravitis, as Beck is an
orthopedic surgeon and K aravitis is a neurosurgeon,
because he felt that she probably had a ruptured cervical
disc which was ca.using nerve pressure and that the
physical therapy was not relieving the p·ressure after
having been used for a reasonable period of time. (R. 50).
Dr. Hargreaves also stated tha.t the symptoms which
Mrs. Williams complained of were continuous from the
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time of the accident and that she had not had these symptoms prior to the accident (R. 50).
Dr. Norman R. Beck, the orthopedic specialist who
treated Mrs. Williams, testified from x-rays taken Oetober 30, 19:63, as to the narrowing of the inter-vertebral
discs (R. 65). Further, DT. Beck stated that he felt Mrs.
Williams should be admitted to the hospital after the
examination he had conducted and after consultation
with a neurosurgeon, Dr. A. L. Karavitis. The diagnosis
was that Mrs. Williams had a nerve root irritation or
compression and that surgery was indicated and should
be carried out to relieve the pressure and stabilize the
cervical spine (R. 66). Dr. Beck stated that besides the
x-ray the symptoms complained of by the patient such
as those evidenced by Mrs. Williams, in the pain she
complained of in her neck, the pain into her shoulder and
arms, the numbness in her aTins and hands and the difficulty in holding objects, are to a great extent determinative of the decision to perform a surgical procedure
(R. 67).
Dr. Beck described the surgical procedure which
was carried out on Mrs. Williams in which an incision
is made at the front of Mrs. Williams throat and the
removal of a disc and the inserting of a portion of a piece
of bone which is taken from the pelvis, called a plug, so
that the hole made in the vertebra is filled with this plug
and closes the disc space. Dr. Beck says that this operation then stabilizes the vertebra so that it removes any
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motion which would normally occur in the two spaces
involved in the operation which was in fact performed
on Mrs. Williams (R. 68). Dr. Beck testified that Mrs.
Williams was in quite a bit of pain following the operation and the severe pain gradually subsides usually
over a period of about ten days to two weeks and that the
pain in the neck which Mrs. Williams had complained of
still persisted but that the pain was decreasing gradually (R. 70). Dr. Beck further stated that Mrs. Williams
was having some pain and numbness and that her arms
got tired and fatigued from activity at the time of his
last examination which was just prior to the trial.
On the question of disability, Dr. Beck testified that
Mrs. Williams suffered a fifteen percent to twenty percent permanent disability of the function in her arms
(R. 72).

Dr. Beck on further direct examination regarding
the irritation of a pre-existing condition stated "if there
happens to be some abnormality present, why very often
it will take less of a force to go beyond what is normal
for this individual as far as range of motion is concerned.
If there happens to be any overgrowth of bones as a
result of arthritis, this could cause an irritation to the
nerve through trauma." "I feel that less force- is require~d
to cause damage if there is some abnormality existing
previously." Then on a direct question regarding Mrs.
Williams situation the Doctor testified, "I feel that this
is the type of an injury which can result from an accidetnt
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and on the basis of Mrs. Williams story, I felt that this
was probably the result of the accident." (R. 75).
The amount of medical expenses admitted in evidence
at this time for the care and treatment of Mrs. Williams
including the operation as well as the physical therapy
and hospital expenses come to $1,.581.96·.

P'LAINTIFF, R. LE.RO·Y WILLIAMS' PERSO·NAL
INJURY
On dire-ct examination the plaintiff, R. Leroy Williams, testified that his wife had no ability to carry on
her work at horne (R. 83) and that he as a truckdriver
was not horne at any time long enough to give his wife
a great deal of help. Mr. Williams stated that all during
the time Mrs. Williams was being treated that he had
lost the love and companionship usually enjoyed by him
and that she was in traction on another bed in the house
at nights this being the pelvic traction pulling against
her hips (R. 84).
At the conclusion of the case, as presented by attorneys for plaintiffs and defendant, the Court proceeded
to instruct the Jury and at that time the ·C'ourt Reporter,
who had a copy of the instructions which were being
read in his possession, stopped taking down further
proceedings. Some time during the time while the Court
was instructing the Jury, and according to the ,c·ourt's
record following the plaintiff's motion to supplement the
record, defense counsel rose at the corner of the counsel
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table and in the presence of the Jury requested the Court
to give an instruction regarding the plaintiffs' burden
of proof and also an instruction which would embody
the preponderance of the evidence rule. By the 'C:ourt's
own admission on the plaintiffs' motion subsequently
to supplement the record, there is considerable confusion
as to what actually did take place and as to whether the
instruction was prepared in exchange between the defense counsel and the Court in the presence of the Jury
with defense counsel standing at the counsel table or
wh_ether the instruction was prep'ared at the bench.
However, the Court has no question, and has so stated
in regards to the hearing of plaintiffs' motion to supplement the record that the defense counsel did stand at the
counsel table and object in the presence of the Jury to the
omission of an instruction regarding the burden of proof
and the preponderance of the evidence.
According to the further testimony taken at the time
of the plaintiffs motion to supplement the record, the
Court is not certain as to when the request for this instruction occurred. The requested instruction was prepared from the dictation by the Court to the Court
Reporter and was numbered instruction No.1 (a).
Plaintiffs' counsel did not object in the presence of
the Jury to the preparation of this instruction or the giving of this instruction. After the Jury had retired, the
plaintiffs' counsel took exception and objected particularly to instruction 1 (a) as well as to exclusion of the
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plaintiffs' instruction regarding the change of physical
appearance which Mrs. Williams suffered as a result
of the accident and the resulting cosmetic disfigurement.
The Jury returned with a verdict at which time the
Court called the opposing counsel to the bench and
showed them the return of the verdict by the Jury and
then the Court advised the Jury that the verdict which
they had returned could not legally stand because there
had been no award for general damage but only an award
for special damages (R. 100). The Jury was instructed
regarding the award of general damage in order to support the verdict of special damage and the Jury then
returned 8 minutes later (R. 100) with a verdict which
awarded Mrs. Williams $1,000.00 in special damage and
$500.00 in general damages. Mr. Williams was awarded
$100.00 property damage, $50.00 loss of use and no award
was made to Mr. Williams for loss of consortium.

POINT I
DURING THE COURSE OF THE READING OF THE
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY, THE TRIAL COURT ERRED
TO THE PREJUDICE OF THE PLAINTIFFS BY ALLOWING
HIMSELF TO BE INTERRUPTED IN THE PRESENCE OF
THE JURY SO THAT AN OBJECTION COULD BE MADE
TO THE OMISSION OF AN INSTRUCTION REGARDING
THE PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE AND THE
PLAINTIFFS' BURDEN OF PROOF, SUCH INSTRUCTION
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BEING SINGLED OUT AT THE REQUEST OF THE DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL GAVE IT UNDUE WEIGHT THEREBY PREJUDICING THE JURY AGAINST THE PLAINTIFFS.

On plaintiffs' counsel's motion to supplement the
record, the certified ~Court Reporter present during the
trial was questioned and stated that at the commencement of the giving of the instructions to the Jury, he
stopped taking any further notes until he was requested
by the trial Court to take the instruction which became
instruction No. 1 (a). The Court ruled at the conclusion
of the taking of testimony at this hearing, that to the
best of his recollection the defendant's counsel stood up
at the counsel table and requested an instruction regarding the preponderance of evidence and the burden of
proof to be borne by the plaintiffs. This request was
made in the presence of the Jury.
The Utah Rules of Civil P'rocedure, Rule 51, regarding instructions to the Jury, states in the last sentence:
"Opportunities shall be given to make objections, and they shall be made, out of the hearing of the Jury."
In Downie v. Powers, 193 Fed. 2d 760, Circuit ~c·ourt
of Appeals 1951, in referring to Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure No. 51 which is similar but not identical to
Rule No. 51 of Utah Code of Civil P'rocedure appears
the following:
"The purpose of this rule is to afford counsel
full opportunity to state frankly and fully his
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objections to the instructions without influencing
or confusing the jury on matters about which it
has no concern. Without determining whether
the ,c·ourt's disregard of this part of the rule
amounted to prejudicial error, we are content to
say here that in our view, the better, and we think
accepted, practice is to allow all objections and
exceptions to the instructions in the absence of
the jury but before final submission."
In a case decided earlier, Apple v. Schweke, 172 Fed.
2,d 633, 7th Circuit Court of Appeals 1949', the ,c·ourt
said:
"The record discloses that counsel was asked
if he would take his exceptions in the absence of
the jury. He did not. Counsel is not urging this
point as reversible error and we would not mention it except that it affords an appropriate occasion to express the view that we regard it as
better practise that exceptions to the instructions
of the Court be made in the absen-ce of the jury."
The Federal Rule No. 51, in regards to the taking of
objections, is as follows:
"Opportunity shall be given to make the
objection out of the hearing of the jury."
The Utah Rule is much stronger and specifically
uses the words :
"And they shall be made, out of the hearing
of the jury."
The difference in a mandatory requirement and a
merely discretionary one is obvious. E.ven so the Federal
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cases on this particular rule seem to be in almost unanimous accord that the objections or exceptions to the instructions of the ·c·ourt should be made in the absence
of the Jury.
As noted in a more recent case, Nolan v. Bailey, 254
Fed. 2d 638, 7th Circuit Court of Appeals 19'58:
"Rule 51 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 28 U.s.~c·.A., provides for making objections to instructions out of the hearing of the
jury."
Barron and Holtzoff in Federal Practise and Procedure, Rules Edition, Section 1103, Page 457 states:

''It would be reversible error for the court
to fail to afford counsel an opportunity to object
to the instructions given. The rule provides that
this opp·ortunity shall be given out of the he~aring
of the jury, so that counsel may state frankly
his objections to the instructions without influencing or confusing (emphasis ours) the jury on
matters about which it has no concern. One district court case rejects this reading of the rule,
and says that only requests to charge are covered
by this provision, but the language of the rule
is clear that it is objections to the charge actually
given which are to be made out of the he·aring of
the jury."
There appear to be no Utah cases covering this
precise point. The reasoning of the federal courts as set
forth heretofore for taking objections and exceptions
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to instructions to the jury out of the hearing of the jury
would apply on a stronger basis under the Utah Rules
of Civil P'rocedure. In this case the Trial ·C·ourt erred
in permitting the defense counsel to in any way object
to the instructions that were given and to take an exception to the instructions. ·The prejudice is clearly indica..
te·d and the confusion which resulted by the fact that
the jury returned a verdict which was not possible to be
sustained ·under our rules clearly emphasizes and gives
sound basis for the rule as found in the Utah Rules of
Civil Procedure. Both counsel for the plaintiffs and
the defendant at the time of the trial had a copy of the
Court's instructions and were clearly apprised of the
instructions which the ·C'ourt proposed to give. Had the
Court desired an additional instruction to be given at the
request of either one of the parties made out of the hearing of the jury, such procedure could easily have been
followed. However, to instruct the Jury on such a vital
issue as the preponderance of the evidence and burden
of proof and to give emphasis to it in front of the Jury
clearly could have done nothing but prejudice the Jury
in favor of the defendant and against the plaintiffs.
POINT II
COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE ERRED IN MAKING
AN OBJECTION TO THE INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY
IN VIOLATION OF RULE 51, UTAH RULES OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE.

The arguments as expressed under Point I are ap-
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plicable to the error committed by defense counsel in
taking an objection as given by the trial Court in the
presence of the Jury. It should be pointed out that as a
result of the defense counsel standing up and requesting
an instruction regarding the preponderance of the evidence and the burden of proof instruction now numbered
1 (a) was given. No other clarification or any other kind
of information was given to the Jury at this time and
even if the instruction was p-repared at the bench, which
the plaintiffs deny as occurring and which denial is supported by the affidavits and the direct testimony taken
at the time of the plaintiffs' motion to supplement the
record, nevertheless this instruction was given the weight
of the Court as the defendant's specially requested instruction and therefore couldn't help but influence and
confuse the Jury on this matter.
This court has stated in the case of Holton v. Holton,
121 Utah 4·51, 243 P. 2d 438:
"Although the New Rules of Civil Procedure
were intended to p·rovide liberality in procedure,
it is nevertheless expected that they will be followed, and unless reasons satisfactory to the
court are allowe·d as a basis for relief from complying with them, parties will not be excused
from so doing."
In McCall v. Kendrick, 2 Utah 2nd. 364, 274 P. 2d
962, the court stated that normally the rules the·mselves
must govern procedure and are to be followed.
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It seems obvious to the plaintiffs that at the crucial
juncture at the conclusion of the case and when the evidence as well as the exhibits are placed before the Jury
for consideration, that to give extra weight to a position
contended for by the defense attorney during the crossexamination of the witnesses gives an unfair and greatly
prejudicial consideration to the arguments of the defendant. ·The instructions regarding aggravation of a preexisting condition, loss of love and affection, permanent
disability and the like were unduly balanced against the
plaintiffs because of the great emphasis given on the
instruction requested in the presence of the Jury. In
view of the strong language in our Rule 51 using the
words, "Shall be made, out of the hearing of the jury."
it appears to be clear reversible error to make any objection to instructions in the presence of the jury. This
is all the more true when the objeetion results in an additional instruction like 1 (a) in this case.
POINT III
THE COURT ERRED IN DENYING THE PLAINTIFFS
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL AND ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN LIGHT OF THE INADEQUACY OF THE DAMAGE
AWARDS MADE TO THE PLAINTIFFS.

The verdict returned by this Jury is clearly against
the weight of the evidence and indicates a misconception
of the evidence if not a lack of consideration of it and
the Court abused its discretion after recognizing this
faet in refusing to grant a new trial. This question has
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been before this ·C'ourt with the leading Ut:ah case being
Boden v. Suhrmann, 8 Ut. 2d 42, 32:7 P. 2d 826- (Utah
1958). In this case the plaintiff appealed from the verdict on the grounds of inadequacy and the Court declared
that the power to order an additur is implicit in the
authority to grant a new trial for inadequate damages
under Rule 59 (a) (5) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
In deciding this case the Utah Court referred to the
leading United States case of Dimick v. Scheidt, 293 U.S.
474 which was decided by the United States Supreme
'Court in 1935. Our Court in Boden v. Suhrmann adopted
the reasoning of the defense in the Dimick case and stated that there is no persuasive reason for allowing remitture but not additur. Additur was not a violation of the
defendant's right to a Jury trial since:
"The party favored by the order has had
his trial by jury and is seeking relief from the
inadequacies of the jury verdict, while the party
adversely affected always can choose a new trial
if he so desires." 829 P. 2d.
The Boden case can be differentiated from the case
here at issue in that the Boden case asks for additur on
a question of pain and suffering only where the plaintiff
had been adequately compensated for the amount of
special damages shown by the plaintiff, whereas in the
case now before the Court the plaintiff, Mrs. Williams
received a total award including general damages which
was less than her proved special damages.
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In all consideratons involving the question of additur the ·c·ourt should take due cognizance of the rule
cited in the case of Toomer's Estate v. Union Pacific
Railroad Company a 1951 case 121 Utah 37, 239 P. 2d
163 in which this Court held:
"The Jury, having fouud the issues in favor
of the plaintiff, he is entitled to have us consider
all of the evidence, and every inference and intendment fairly arising therefrom in the light
most favorable to him."
This ICourt has shown in prior cases that evidence
of passion and prejudice may be proved by the Jury
verdict when such verdict is "so excessive as to be shocking to one's conscience." (McAfee v. Ogden Union Railway, 62 Utah 115, 218 Pac. 98) Reason would dictate
that on the reverse side the same rule should be applied
so that when the verdict is so inadequate as to be shocking to ones conscience the trial court would have the
duty of rectifying the situation. Though the Court has
not declared what degree of excessiveness or inadequacy
is necessary to prove prejudice it appears that the basic
test in all such instances must again resolve itself with
the trial court and when that trial court does not exercise its discretion properly then the appellate Court must
make the necessary adjustment in the interest of fairness
and justice to the litigating plaintiffs.
As stated by this Court in the case of Well man v.
N able 12 Utah 2d 350, 366 P. 2d 701:
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"The trial Court has a broad discretion in
ruling on such a motion (i.e. 'A motion for a new
trial) which we should not disturb unless it is a
plain abuse thereof. We apply a different rule
in determining whether this Court on appeal
should grant a new trial and whether the trial
Court abused its discretion in granting a new
trial. 'The app·ellate Court should overrule the
trial Court's denial of a new trial involving a
jury verdict only when upon a survey of all the
evidence and the reasonable inferences to be
drawn therefrom and when viewed in the light
most favorable to the jury verdict, the amount
of the award cannot be justified by the evidence
on any reasonable basis."
In an earlier case Jensen v. Howell 75 Ut. 64, 282
P. 1034, this court held :
"In this jurisdiction the binding effect of
findings of the trial court in law cases is different from that in equity cases. In the former, the
findings, as a general rule, are approved if there
is sufficient competent evidence to support them,
and, ordinarily, are not disturbed, unless it is
manifest that they are so clearly against the
weight of the evidence as to indicate a misconception, or not a due consideration of it."
In the instant case the facts have been set out quite
extensively so as to show what factors the Jury considered or should have considered and then by comparing
these factors with the verdict as rendered, indicate that
it seems clear that in this case the Jury either misapplied
or failed to take into account those facts which were pro-
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ven and that they made findings which were therefore
clearly against the weight of the evidence as presented
to them.
After the verdict had been returned by the Jury and
within the proper time the plaintiffs made a motion for
a new trial and additur which was argued to the :Court
June 23, 1964.
The Court in denying this motion stated to the plaintiffs counsel, "Mr. Dee, this is one of those unfortunate
cases where people gamble and lose, I guess, they expect
the Court to kind of pick up the chips for them and give
them another try because they lost." (R. 102) Further,
"It is unfortunate that people are just consumed by their
own greed and turn down offers that are good. But I
don't think that it would be my business to overrule the
opinion of eight people who know the value of a lawsuit
as well as I do." (R. 102) And still further, " This Jury
appraised the matter in a calm and deliberate way, as far
as I can tell, and these people, or your clients, just gambled and lost. And, I am sure they are· people who couldn't
afford to lose such money in a gamble and it is not for me
to pick up their losses. So the motions for a new trial and
for additur will be denied."
1

The Court hereby admits that the plaintiffs in this
case lost. That is to say that they were not adequately
compensated for the injury they had suffered. Had they
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been adequately compensated the Court would have stated that the plaintiffs had won or succeeded or used some
other word. But here the Court said the plaintiffs lost.
A clear and convincing impression was made on the mind
of the Court to the afect that the plaintiffs had lost and
further that it was in the nature of a gamble so that their
loss was not based on what was fair return of a verdict
by this jury but was based merely upon some matter of
chance. It's a shocking thing to consider this in the light
of the legal professions continual representation to the
public that justice and fairness in view of all the circumstances, factors and facts can be obtained in the c·ourts
in this country. If the public were to consider these
Courts as halls of chances or places where they might
gamble and lose litigation would take on an entirely different attribute and the high regard which the public
now has for the Courts in this state or in· every state
would certainly be damaged if not destroyed.

We earnestly contend that under the evidence of
injury as established in this case the verdict of the Jury
clearly indicates passion and prejudice by its very size
and that this factor itself is recognized by the trial court
in his comments regarding the fact that the plaintiffs
lost and in fact that they gambled and lost. The amount
of the verdict in this case shocks the conscience and
indicates clearly that the verdict was against the weight
of the evidence and indicates a misconception and a lack
of due consideration of it.
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The factors with which the ju.ry had to contend were
first loaded against the plaintiffs by the objection of
defense counsel in the hearing of the jury to the instructions and as a result in the preparation of instruction
No. 1 (a) regarding the duty of the plaintiff in establishing his damages by a preponderance of the evidence.
Further, this instruction given at a time just prior to
the deliberations entered into by the Jury unduly prejudiced them in their evaluation and consideration of all
of the other evidentiary facts presented so that their
verdict was returned sho""\\ring the passion and the prejudice which has been developed and the evidence of the
size of the verdict itself is proof of this misconception the
jury had of the evidence as presented.
We therefore respectfully conclude that in accordance with the well established principals of law and justice set forth in this brief the denial of the plaintiffs
motion for a new trial by the trial Court should be set
aside and the case returned for a new trial.
1

Respectfully submitted,

DAVID· B. DE·E
2121 South State Stre·et
Salt Lake City, Utah
Attorney for Plaintiffs
and Appellants
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Mailed a copy of the foregoing BRIEF ON APPE·.AL to Ernest F. Baldwin, Jr., Attorney for D~efendant
and Respondent, 909 Kearns Building, Salt Lake City,
Utah, this 15th day of O-ctober, 1964, postage prepaid.
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